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Technologies of Scientific Visualization 
GUEST EDITORS Chris Robinson, Brigitte Nerlich and Chris Toumey
During the past 15 years or so, a community of scholars 
in the arts and humanities has examined issues of 
epistemology in scientiic imaging of nanoscale objects 
and explored the question: How do technology and 
aesthetics afect the relationship between an atom or 
a molecule and an image of the atom or molecule? 
Recently this community reached out to scholars 
examining other methods of scientiic visualization such 
as images of outer space from the Hubble Telescope and 
brain imaging. 
Annamaria Carusi, Andrew Balmer and Brigitte Nerlich 
organized the multidisciplinary conference Images 
and Visualisation: Imaging Technology, Truth and 
Trust, generously supported by the European Science 
Foundation, to explore these issues. he conference took 
place at the Norrköping campus of Linköping University 
in Sweden, September 2012. While the conference 
ofered many excellent presentations, we present 
here a selection of papers that illustrate the value and 
the challenges of the three most salient themes that 
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